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Dance galas are typically sprawling, pick-and-mix events and this one, in honour of the 100th anniversary of the BritishSpanish 
Society, was no exception. Produced and curated by my colleague Graham Watts and Fabiana Jaramillo, the bill included live 
classical and contemporary solos and duets both refined or rudely humorous, plus a brief film break, before culminating in an 
ensemble work from Baltic Dance Theatre. 
What, you might well ask, was a Polish company doing in this setting besides making its London debut under the artistic 
directorship of choreographer Izadora Weiss? Well, just over a handful of the dancers in this Gdansk-based company hail from 
Spain. What counts at least as much is that Weiss’ offering – a meaty slice of Greek mythology derived from Racine, and 
conceived as a stylised, chamber-sized dance-drama – showcased a talent worth tracking.  
Based on Phaedra as well as her extended one-act production Burza (Polish for ‘tempest’ and, indeed, lovingly adapted from 
Shakespeare), both of which I saw in Gdansk last month, Weiss has a lot going for her. She thinks in terms of vivid stage pictures, 
coupling an acute musical awareness with a keen interest in narrative and psycho-emotional characterisation. But the major 
vehicle for all of what she does is dance. It would be good to see more of her work in the UK.  
Phaedra is, in a nutshell, the tale of a stepmother who falls for her stepson in a big way but with bad results. Weiss turns it into a 
tale of multiple misplaced desire. Although to some extent our familiarity with the source material is presupposed (which, for some 
people I spoke to afterwards, induced spots of confusion particularly as regards minor characters), the core relationships were 
readable and the performances in Weiss’ striking staging suitably charged.  
It helps no end that her key piece of casting was just right. It’s not just Beata Giza’s look – platinum blonde hair, black bra and slip 
– that marks her out but also her dramatic commitment to the title role. She’s quite something as an imperious sexpot consumed by 
a profound longing and, eventually, regret. Everything that occurs is in service to this character and performance.  
Weiss’ setting, a rectangular carpet of red paper petals, reminded me of a rather iconic fantasy image from the Oscar-winning film 
_American Beauty. _This was the playing field for six principals continuously observed by a seething, red-clad chorus of eleven. 
The piece carries the weight of inevitability necessary in Greek tragedy. Too, much to Weiss’ credit, her use of Mahler’s 10th and 
final symphony as the soundtrack brought out the music’s taut, swooning neuroses and sense of tormented, even doomed 
romance. Her movement vocabulary – full-bodied yet limb-flecking, surging yet contained – carefully adheres to Mahler’s rhythms 
and surges without being slavish to them.  
As the programme’s finale Phaedra was warmly received by an audience I perceived as appreciative but more than a tad politely 
uptight. Still, I trust they felt they got their money’s worth. I certainly valued the curtain-raiser. Evidencia, by Avatâra Ayuso, was 
one of the night’s highlights and the recent National Dance Award nominee’s first work on pointe. Commissioned for this gala, and 
made for and with the fresh young dancers Ommaira Kangas and Bárbara Astorga, this moody yet sparkling, courtly yet playful 
duet was equally inspired by the music of female composers and European and colonial paintings, costumes and dances from the 
Baroque era. Trading lightly upon ideas of dominance and submission, Ayuso showed a strong and original command of her craft. I 
suspect that at least some of tableaux-like shapes the dancers struck will stick with me.  
Formerly a member of Rambert, Estela Merlos previously collaborated with Ayuso as the performer of a quirkily memorable solo. 
Merlos’ own work, the gala commission*_ Ukok*_, was for me more problematic. Set to a track by the duo A Mecánica Popular of 
nerve-grating smash-bang rhythms underpinned by a melodic loop, in this solo Merlos cast herself as the putative embodiment of 
the nomadic feminine figure in nature. The result was a seeming ritual both exotic and obscure. Hair pulled up in a knob, and 
wearing a nearly ankle-length umber skirt, Merlos initially strode on shoulders back and pelvis thrust forward – like a pregnant 
Michael Clark. (The stance is one of his choreographic trademarks.) Much of the rest of her movement ranged from tight, 
machinated gestures, foot grabs and low rolls before she wound up pinned to the floor in a fading light. There’s no disputing 
Merlos’ presence, but I simply didn’t know what to make of the work itself.  
It was fascinating to see up close the central pas de deux from Asphodel Meadows, set to Poulenc and danced by Laura Morera 
and Bennet Gartside – supple and solid, respectively, in Liam Scarlett’s well-crafted piece of ardent classicism. Both were 
moonlighting from the Royal Ballet, as was the pretty, athletic Fernando Montaño in the cheeky, disposable solo Les Bourgeois, 
cued to a Jacques Brel song of the same name. Divided into three acts, the evening also featured Ayuso’s impressive and 
beautifully mysterious short film *Tokyo Tokyo* (a collaboration with, among others, Jean Miura and Yumiko Watanabe) and a 
duet by fellow National Dance Awards nominee Carlos Pons Guerra. Set mainly to popular and torrid Spanish vocals, Young 
Man! is his gender-blurred piss-take on Cocteau’s libretto for Roland Petit’s famous Le Jeune Homme et la Mort. Dressed in denim 
and t-shirts, and with a table as their major set-piece, Azzurra Ardovini and Marivi Da Silva played out a butch tragicomedy of 
tormented and tensely exaggerated eroticism that also referenced such Spanish cultural stereotypes as crotch-grabbing machismo 
and, naturally, bullfighting. The piece exploits all the vulgar sexual wit possible when your major prop is a big leg of dried ham. It’s 
a hoot, even if in this context it felt that Guerra’s frank and superficial sense of humour may not have fully tickled the collective 
funnybone.  
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